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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a Two-tier Overlay Multicast Architecture (TOMA) to provide scalable and efficient multicast

support for various group communication applications. In TOMA, Multicast Service Overlay Network (MSON) is advocated as the

backbone service domain, while end users in access domains form a number of small clusters, in which an application-layer multicast

protocol is used for the communication between the clustered end users. TOMA is able to provide efficient resource utilization with less

control overhead, especially for large-scale applications. It also alleviates the state scalability problem and simplifies multicast tree

construction and maintenance when there are large numbers of groups in the network. To help MSON providers efficiently plan

backbone service overlay, we suggest several provisioning algorithms to locate proxies, select overlay links, and allocate link

bandwidth. Extensive simulation studies demonstrate the promising performance of TOMA.

Index Terms—Network architecture and design, multicast, network management.
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1 INTRODUCTION

THE Internet has overseen more and more emerging
group communication applications, such as video

conferencing, video on-demand, network games, and
distributed interactive simulation (DIS). Over the years,
tremendous efforts have been made to provide multicast
support, ranging from IP multicast to recently proposed
application-layer multicast. IP multicast utilizes a tree
delivery structure which makes it fast, resource-efficient,
and scalable for very large groups. However, IP multicast is
still far from being widely deployed in the Internet due to
various technical and marketing reasons [2], [14]. The most
critical ones include the lack of a scalable interdomain
routing protocol, the state scalability issue when there are a
large number of groups, and the requirement of global
deployment of multicast-capable IP routers. These issues
make Internet Service Providers (ISPs) reluctant to deploy
and provide multicast service.

Recently, researchers resort to the application-layer
multicast approach, which implements multicast-related
features at end hosts [5], [8], [12], [18], [21], [24], [25], [28],
[30]. Data packets are replicated and transmitted between
end hosts via unicast. These systems do not require

infrastructure support and, therefore, can be easily de-
ployed. However, application-layer multicast is generally
not scalable for very large multicast groups due to its low
bandwidth efficiency and heavy control overhead caused
by tree maintenance at end hosts. In addition, because
multicast groups are solely managed at end hosts, it is
difficult for an ISP to have efficient member access control
and to obtain group bandwidth usage, which makes a good
pricing model impractical, if not impossible.

This paper studies the problem of providing practical
solutions for large-scale multicast applications. A multicast
service model involves multiple parties, such as network
service providers (i.e., higher-tier ISPs), Internet Service
Providers (i.e., lower-tier ISPs, or ISPs for short), and end
users. Their relationship is loosely analogic to that among
manufacturers, dealers, and consumers, with the raw
product of bandwidth being sold to end users by ISPs
through the means of multicast applications. Now, which
party cares most about using multicast? End users do not as
long as they get the required functionalities at a reasonable
price. Neither do network service providers, as far as they
can sell their connectivity/bandwidth service. Obviously,
ISPs in the middle are the ones who care the most—their
goal is to use limited bandwidth purchased from network
service providers to support as many users as possible.
Therefore, in order to stimulate the wide deployment of
multicast, it is critical to develop a practical, comprehensive,
and profitable multicast service model for these ISPs.

To address the above challenge, we propose a Two-tier
Overlay Multicast Architecture (called TOMA) that pro-
vides scalable, efficient, and practical multicast support for
various group communication applications. In this archi-
tecture, we advocate the notion of Multicast Service
Overlay Network (MSON) as the backbone service domain.
An MSON consists of service nodes or proxies strategically
deployed by an MSON provider (ISP). The MSON provider
provisions its overlay network according to user traffic
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characteristics (based on long-term measurement), pur-
chases bandwidth from network service providers based on
service level agreements (SLAs), and sells multicast services
to group coordinators via service contracts. Outside MSON,
end hosts subscribe to the MSON by connecting to proxies
advertised by the MSON provider and form clusters around
these proxies. In each cluster, application-layer multicast
(instead of unicast) is used for efficient data delivery. The
end users only need to pay for their regular network
connection service outside MSON.

The proposed TOMA architecture not only provides
scalable and efficient multicast support, it also brings many
other advantages. First, unlike some other existing multicast
overlays (such as [10], [12], [18], [19]) where each overlay
only supports one group, an MSON provider can support a
variety of group communication applications simulta-
neously. Second, since MSON is based on well-defined
business relationships with network service providers and
group coordinators, overlay service providers can put major
efforts on planning and managing their overlay networks.
Third, the notion of MSON significantly simplifies the
management of underlying networks. Network service
providers only need to provide services to limited numbers
of MSON providers instead of millions or billions of
individual end users. This level of traffic aggregation, in
the long run, will make IntServ practical.1

To make TOMA a reality, we face many challenges. In
particular, the efficient MSON management and MSON
provisioning are the most critical issues. As an MSON is
expected to accommodate a large number of multicast
groups, it is crucial for an MSON provider to efficiently
establish and manage numerous multicast trees. Moreover,
given user traffic characteristics, the MSON provider
should carefully provision the overlay network in order to
reduce operation cost and improve service quality.

In this paper, we target the above issues. To address the
efficient management problem, we propose a lightweight,
scalable protocol called OLAMP (OverLay Aggregated
Multicast Protocol). In this protocol, we adopt the aggregated
multicast approach [17], with multiple groups sharing one
delivery tree. Outside MSON, we develop efficient proxy
selection mechanisms, and choose a core-based application-
layer multicast routing approach for data transmission
inside clusters. In addition, we suggest several effective
algorithms for locating overlay proxies, identifying overlay
links, and provisioning bandwidth. Furthermore, we con-
duct extensive simulation studies and show the promising
performance of TOMA as well as the effectiveness of our
provisioning algorithms.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2,
we review background and related work. In Section 3, we
present an overview of the TOMA architecture and address
the critical issues of MSON management and cluster
formation outside MSON. In Section 4, we describe several
algorithms for overlay network provisioning. In Section 5, we
evaluate the performance of TOMA and the overlay
provisioning algorithms by simulations. Finally, we sum-
marize our contribution in Section 6.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

2.1 Aggregated Multicast

It is known that IP multicast is plagued from the state
scalability problem, which refers to the explosion of
multicast state (i.e., memory to store multicast state in the
routers) and control overhead (i.e., multicast tree setup and
maintenance overhead when a “soft-state” approach is
employed) in the presence of a large number of coexisting
multicast groups. Aggregated multicast has been proposed
to improve multicast state scalability in transit (especially
backbone) domains [17]. Observing that many multicast
trees within a single domain are likely to have significant
overlapping when there are numerous multicast groups,
aggregated multicast allows multiple groups with similar
members to share a single delivery tree and thus reduces
the number of multicast trees in the domain. In this way,
tree management overhead is significantly reduced, and
multicast state information stored in the routers is drama-
tically decreased. In this paper, we design a protocol called
OLAMP within the MSON based on aggregated multicast.

2.2 Related Work

These is a large body of work on application layer multicast
[5], [8], [12], [18], [21], [24], [25], [28], [30]. In Yoid [18], each
member selects its own parent to construct a multicast tree.
In End System Multicast (ESM) [12], end hosts coopera-
tively build a mesh and establish a multicast delivery tree
on top of this mesh. ALMI [24] uses a centralized entity to
collect membership information and periodically calculate a
minimum spanning tree. NICE [5] recursively arranges
group members into a hierarchical overlay topology, which
implicitly defines a source-specific delivery tree.

Recently, the notion of infrastructure-supported overlays
has received increasing attention. Example seminal work
includes Overcast [19] and RMX [11]. Both of them use
overlay nodes to support multicast routing, and their main
focus is on building reliable multicast trees. Several two-tier
architectures have also been proposed for scalable multicast
support (such as OMNI [6], MSN [26], and Scattercacst [10]).
Moreover, in [6], [26], [27], the authors focus on single
multicast tree optimization and endeavor to optimize end-
to-end delay and access bandwidth usage at service nodes.

2.3 Our Contribution

Our work is different from the above work in the following
aspects. The previous overlay architectures are based on
different service models from ours. Most of them focus on
improving multicast QoS routing performance, and they
assume that the proxies are predeployed, overlay links
between any two proxies are possible (i.e., a full mesh
among proxies is used), and link capacities are simplified as
proxy out-degree bounds. In contrast, the foundation of
TOMA is well-defined business relationships between
MSON providers, network service providers, and group
coordinators. Accordingly, we focus on a number of new
challenges faced by MSON providers, such as scalable
MSON management, efficient cluster formation, and MSON
provisioning. To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the
first work to address the multicast state scalability issue in
overlay networks. In other words, our major contribution is
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a comprehensive multicast service overlay architecture,
which includes a practical and profitable service model, an
efficient and scalable overlay management protocol and
effective overlay provisioning algorithms.

3 TOMA: A TWO-TIER OVERLAY MULTICAST

ARCHITECTURE

3.1 TOMA Overview

In the TOMA architecture, MSON is advocated as the
service backbone domain. It is an overlay network formed
among a set of overlay proxies, on top of which multicast
distribution trees are built for data delivery based on
multicast routing protocols. Since an MSON provider
always aims to have a bigger customer base and maximize
its profit, the MSON management scheme should be
scalable to the group size as well as the number of groups.
We propose a protocol called OLAMP (Overlay Aggregated
Multicast Protocol) for efficient and scalable MSON
management. In OLAMP, we adopt aggregated multicast
[17], which allows multiple groups to share one tree. Data
packets are encapsulated when entering MSON, trans-
mitted on aggregated trees, and decapsulated when exiting
MSON. Outside MSON, end users subscribe to MSON by
connecting to some proxies advertised by the MSON
provider. Each proxy organizes some users into a “cluster,”
where an application-layer multicast tree (also denoted as
peer-to-peer or P2P multicast tree) is formed for data
delivery among the cluster members.

According to the functionalities of proxies, we define
three kinds of proxies. The proxies that users connect to are
member proxies. Host proxies are designated for managing
multicast tree aggregation. The remaining forwarding

proxies are responsible for forwarding multicast data
packets.

EACH TOMA group is identified by a URL-like unique
name in the form of TOMA://groupname.xxxmson.com/.2

End users (sources and receivers) explicitly subscribe to a
group by issuing a join request containing the URL-like
group name. Through DNS, this request will reach the DNS
server and a group registry server of the MSON. The group
registry server enforces member access control policy and
maintains group membership information. The DNS server
will send back to the subscriber a list of IP addresses of the
advertised member proxies, from which a member proxy
will be selected.

After finding a member proxy, the end user sends its join
request to the member proxy, which will subscribe to the
multicast group inside MSON on behalf of this member.
The member proxy will set up a P2P multicast tree in the
local cluster and relay the join request to a host proxy to
establish an overlay multicast tree in MSON using OLAMP.

In the backbone domain, each group is managed by a
host proxy (which is similar to a core in CBT or an RP in
PIM-SM). After receiving a join request for group g, this
host proxy conducts multicast routing and group-tree
matching to map group g to an aggregated tree. The host

proxy for group g can be randomly selected by hashing the
group identifier g to the host-proxy identifier space.

In a nutshell, member proxies in TOMA manage P2P
multicast trees in its cluster, host proxies conduct group-
tree matching, and OLAMP connects member and host
proxies, efficiently managing aggregated multicast trees in
the MSON. A big picture of TOMA is illustrated in Fig. 1. In
the following, we address major design issues of TOMA in
detail.

3.2 OLAMP for Efficient MSON Management

If a proxy manages a large number of multicast trees, it has
to maintain large forwarding tables and, thus, causes packet
lookup speed to be slowed down. Furthermore, if a soft
state approach is used, heavy tree management overhead
due to multicast refreshing messages will be incurred.
Therefore, we design OLAMP to address these issues.

OLAMP is used among proxies. It tries to use existing
multicast trees todisseminatedataforanewgroup. If there are
no appropriate trees, a tree is established for this group based
on multicast routing algorithms. Each member proxy main-
tains a simple group-tree mapping table in order to identify
which trees are used for which groups. A host proxy needs to
keep group and tree information (e.g., member-proxy lists of
the assigned groups and tree structures) and conduct a group-
tree matching algorithm. Note that the dynamic join or leave
of individual end users generally do not affect the tree
aggregation: Only when a cluster joins a group for the first
time or completely leaves a group, the member proxy needs to
joinor leave the group. To facilitateour description, we denote
the control messages in OLAMP as O-type messages, which
include O-JOIN, O-JOIN-ACK, O-LEAVE, O-LEAVE-ACK, O-
SWITCH, O-GRAFT, and O-PRUNE. Essentially, every proxy
in MSON is capable of handling O-type messages and
maintains a multicast routing table.

3.2.1 Member (Proxy) Join and Leave

When a member proxy mp decides to relay a join request for
group g, it sends O-JOINðgÞ to the host proxy hp of g. After
conducting the group-to-tree matching, hp finds or computes
an aggregated tree, say, t. It will send back an O-JOIN-
ACKðg; tÞ message to mp. If mp has not joined the delivery
tree t, it will graft to the tree by sending an O-GRAFTðtÞ
message toward hp, and the proxies along this propagation
path will update their routing tables accordingly.
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2. The URL-like naming approach has been adopted by many systems,
such as CDN (content distribution networks), Yoid [18], Scattercast [10], and
Overcast [19].

Fig. 1. A big picture of TOMA, where F is the group registry server/DNS

server, B is the host proxy for groups g0 and g1, A, D, and E are member

proxies, and groups g0 and g1 share the aggregated tree t0.



Similarly, when a member proxympdiscovers that no end
users are connected,mp sends an O-LEAVEðgÞmessage to the
host proxy hp, which may trigger a group-tree matching
process. If no other member proxies belong to group g,hpwill
remove the group-tree mapping between g and t, which may
trigger removal of the tree t when no other groups are
mapped onto t. In this case, hp sends an O-LEAVE-ACKðtÞ
messages to the leaves of tree t, which will in turn prune from
t by sending O-PRUNEðtÞ toward hp.

3.2.2 A Dynamic Group-Tree Matching Algorithm

In aggregated multicast, when an aggregated tree is bigger
than a group, data will be delivered to nonmember nodes,
leading to bandwidth waste. Obviously, there is a trade-off
between bandwidth waste and aggregation: the more
bandwidth we are willing to sacrifice, the more groups
can share one tree and, thus, the better aggregation we can
achieve. Hence, it is necessary to control the amount of
bandwidth waste in group-tree matching. Assume that an
aggregated tree t is shared by groups gi; 1 � i � n, each of
which has a native tree t0ðgiÞ (a native tree of a group is a
“perfect” match for that group without wasting bandwidth,
and it can be computed using multicast routing algorithms).
Then, the average percentage bandwidth overhead of t can
be defined as

�ðtÞ ¼
Pn

i¼1 BðgiÞ � ðCðtÞ � Cðt0ðgiÞÞÞPn
i¼1 BðgiÞ � Cðt0ðgiÞÞ

¼ CðtÞ �
Pn

i¼1 BðgiÞPn
i¼1 BðgiÞ � Cðt0ðgiÞÞ

� 1;

ð1Þ

where CðtÞ is the cost of tree t (i.e., the total cost of the links
on tree t), and BðgÞ is the bandwidth requirement of group
g. The cost metric can simply be the number of links or a
function of bandwidth usage, congestion level, delay, or
other factors.3

When a host proxyhp receives an O-JOINðgÞmessage from
mp, it updates the corresponding entries of the multicast
group table and executes the group-tree matching algorithm

(Algorithm 1). The algorithm tries to minimize the number of
aggregated trees without violating a given bandwidth over-
head threshold bth. It works as follows: If g is not new and the
current tree t for group g is still appropriate (i.e., t can cover all
the members of gwith enough bandwidth and the bandwidth
overhead �ðtÞ � bth), t is used for g. In all other cases, search
existing trees Te. If any existing tree is appropriate for g, it is
considered as a candidate to cover g. Among all candidates,
the tree with the minimum cost is selected. If no candidate is
found, the native tree t0 is used to cover g (if t0 does not exist
due to bandwidth constraint, the join request ofmp has to be
rejected). After mapping g to a tree (say, t0), hp sends O-JOIN-

ACKðg; t0Þ back tomp. If g is not a new group and t 6¼ t0, an O-

SWITCHðg; t; t0Þmessage is sent via multicast (using tree t) to
all other members of g to switch g from tree t to t0.

Algorithm 1 GTMatch(g, t, Te, bth)

// t is the current tree for g

// Te is the set of all existing trees

if t is not null AND t covers g AND �ðtÞ � bth
then

return t

else

Tc  ; // Tc is the set of candidate trees

compute a native multicast tree t0ðgÞ for g

for t0 2 Te do

if t0 covers g AND �ðt0Þ � bth then

Tc  Tc [ ft0g
end if

end for

if Tc is not empty then

return t0 2 Tc with min Cðt0Þ
else

return t0ðgÞ
end if

end if

We use two examples in Fig. 2 to explain OLAMP. In
these two examples, g0 and g1 originally have their own
trees t0 and t1, respectively. In Fig. 2a, when a user requests
to join g1 via member proxy E, E sends an O-JOINðg1Þ
message to the host proxy B. After conducting group-tree
matching, B finds out that tree t0 can also be used to cover
group g1; therefore, it issues an O-JOIN-ACKðg1; t0Þ to E
and an O-SWITCHðg1; t1; t0Þ to the remaining proxies of g1.
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3. It is important to note that the cost metric is slightly different for
IP multicast and overlay multicast. For example, if assuming each link has
the same bandwidth cost to deliver a unit of data, the cost of a tree for
IP multicast is proportional to the total number of links in the tree. On the
other hand, for overlay multicast, the cost is proportional to the number of
underlying physical links in the overlay multicast tree instead of the number
of overlay links.

Fig. 2. OLAMP examples. (a) Member proxy E joins group g1. (b) Member proxy D leaves roup g1.



As E does not belong to tree t0, it sends an O-GRAFTðt0Þ
message toward the host proxy in order to graft onto t0.
Proxies A and D only need to update the group-tree
matching information for g1. Note that since no groups
belong to t1 at this time, a prune process will also be
triggered to prune member proxies A and D from t1 (which
is omitted for simplicity). In Fig. 2b, when all the users
connected to proxy D leave g1, D needs to notify host proxy
B by sending an O-LEAVEðg1Þ message. After receiving the
O-LEAVE-ACKðt1Þ from B, D then prunes itself from t1
using an O-PRUNEðt1Þ message.

3.3 Cluster Formation Outside MSON

3.3.1 Member Proxy Selection

On receiving a list of candidate member proxies from the
MSON DNS server, an end user selects one proxy based on
the criteria of low latency and low workload (in terms of
processing power and bandwidth availability), since low
latency is critical to real-time applications and lightly-
loaded proxies tend to have more resources.

The end user measures the RTT (round-trip time) to
candidate proxies by sending ping requests. In the reply
messages, the proxies piggyback their workload informa-
tion, e.g., the total number of end users they handle or the
total amount of access bandwidth in use. The end user then
discretizes the measured RTT values into predetermined
levels. If there are multiple proxies close by, the one with
the lowest workload will be selected.

3.3.2 P2P Multicast in Access Networks

Outside MSON, end users associated with the same
member proxy form a cluster. In a cluster, nodes commu-
nicate in a P2P fashion via application-layer multicast trees:
When an end user sends packets to the group, the packets
are transmitted to all other end users in the same cluster
and to the member proxy as well. The member proxy will
relay these packets via the aggregated tree to other member
proxies (at the edge of the MSON), which will in turn
deliver the data to group members in their clusters.

Due to the existence of a member proxy node in every
cluster, we adopt a core-based approach (similar to ALMI
[24]) to construct P2P multicast trees. In a cluster, the
member proxy acts as a core, storing the group membership
information in its cluster scope. Periodically, end users
monitor their peers in the same cluster regarding path
quality (such as delay and available bandwidth), and report
this information to their member proxies. For the scalability
issue, the users can monitor a fraction of randomly selected
peers and switch them after some period of time. After
putting together the global picture of its clusters, the
member proxy computes P2P multicast delivery trees and
disseminates ðparent; childrenÞ entries to its members.
Finally, end users connect with their children and transmit
data packets via unicast. If a member leaves ungracefully,
its peers will detect this from periodic probing and the
multicast tree will be repaired by the member proxy.

4 OVERLAY NETWORK PROVISIONING

In the previous section, we describe TOMA with the
assumption that MSON is already constructed by the ISP.

Namely, proxies have been strategically deployed and
overlay link bandwidth has been purchased. In this section,
we discuss the overlay network provisioning problems.
Obviously, the deployment of MSON is a capital-intensive
investment. Thus, it is very imperative to carefully design
MSON so that the ISP can make the best revenue for its
investment. In this section, we design algorithms for
overlay network design by considering traffic patterns
(e.g., group and member distributions), group bandwidth
requirements, end-to-end delay concerns, as well as multi-
cast routing algorithms.

4.1 Problem Formulation

We model the physical network topology as an undirected
graph G ¼ ðV ;EÞ, where V and E denote the sets of
network nodes (or routers) and physical links, respectively.4

The total number of routers in the network is denoted as n.
Each link e 2 E has a bandwidth capacity cðeÞ. We also
denote the set of all possible paths in G as �. From long-
term measurements, we can obtain a set of groups fgig with
group member distribution and bandwidth requirements
[3], [9], [13], and use this information for MSON design. We
denote the number of members (from all groups) that are
connected to router i as wi.

The overlay provisioning problem can be formulated as
follows: Given the set of groups fgig, and a physical
network topology G ¼ ðV ;EÞ, find a virtual topology G0 ¼
ðV 0; E0Þ on top of G (where V 0 � V and E0 � �), in which
each e0 2 E0 is assigned a bandwidth bðe0Þ, such that G0 can
accommodate all the groups, and the cost of G0 and the
average end-to-end delay of group members are mini-
mized. The determination of the cost of G0 depends on the
MSON management policy. In most cases, we can use the
sum of the assigned bandwidth (purchased from under-
lying network service providers) to estimate bandwidth
cost, and the number of overlay links (i.e., jE0j) to measure
overlay maintenance overhead.

Clearly, to obtain G0, the overlay ISP needs to make three
decisions: 1) determine the locations of the proxy nodes, i.e.,
select V 0, 2) select the overlay connections between these
proxies, i.e., choose E0, and 3) compute the bandwidth to be
reserved on each overlay link, i.e., assign a bandwidth bðe0Þ
to each e0 2 E0. Since it is difficult to achieve the above
optimization goals simultaneously, we divide the whole
problem into three subproblems: overlay proxy placement,
overlay link selection, and bandwidth dimensioning. Solu-
tions obtained this way may be “suboptimal,” as this
approach is mainly concerned with the problem manage-
ability. In the following, we present algorithms to solve
these problems.

4.2 Overlay Proxy Placement

For the proxy placement problem, we limit the total number
of overlay proxies, considering the deployment cost of
proxies. Since end users tend to receive data packets from
the closest proxies, the locations of overlay proxies directly
affect the data transmission latency. Intuitively, if a router is
connected to a lot of users, a proxy should be placed near
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this router to reduce the average delay. Hence, we can
minimize the total delay between users and their proxies by
intelligently placing proxies.

The Overlay Proxy Placement can be formulated as
follows: Given the number of group members wi ð1 � i �
nÞ for all n routers and the shortest distance dij between any
two routers i and j ð1 � i; j � nÞ, find no more than K ð1 �
K � nÞ routers as proxies, such that the weighted sum of
distance from each router to its nearest proxy is minimized.

Lemma 1. The Overlay Proxy Placement problem is NP-
complete.

Proof. If we fix the number of chosen proxies in the Overlay
Proxy Placement problem, we obtain the p-Median
problem, i.e., in graph G, determining p “median” nodes
such that the sum of the distance between each remaining
node and its nearest median node is minimized. p-Median
problem has been proven to be NP-complete [20]; thus, the
Overlay Proxy Placement problem is also NP-complete.tu

To solve this problem, we present a greedy approxima-
tion algorithm.5 In each step, a router r is selected as a proxy
if its selection can reduce the weighted sum of distance (i.e.,
the objective function) by the largest amount. This
procedure repeats until the maximum number of overlay
proxies K is reached. In each iteration, computing the
weighted sum of distance for each router requires OðnÞ
time, and the whole iteration takes Oðn2Þ time. Therefore,
the time complexity of the algorithm is OðKn2Þ.

This algorithm tries to minimize the objective function at
each step, but it may be stuck in local minima. In Section 5,
we show that this algorithm can achieve competitive
performance in comparison with the optimal solution
obtained by ILP (Integer Linear Programming). Due to
space limitation, we include the ILP formulation in an
extended version of this paper [22].

4.3 Overlay Link Selection

Once the proxy locations have been determined, the next
step is to connect these proxies into a mesh, on top of which
overlay multicast trees will be constructed. There are two
potential optimization goals, namely, minimizing the end-
to-end latency and minimizing the overlay maintenance
overhead. The end-to-end latency can be measured by the
average number of physical hops, and the overlay main-
tenance overhead can be approximately represented by the
number of overlay links (i.e., jE0j).

Existing solutions focus on either one of the goals, but
not both. For example, Complete Graph and Adjacent
connection [23] have been proposed to optimize the end-to-
end delay. The former approach establishes an overlay link
between every proxy pair, whereas the latter approach
selects an overlay link between two proxies only if the
network-layer path does not go through other intermediate
proxies, thus removing “redundant” overlay links. Unlike
these approaches, the k-Minimum Spanning Tree (MST)

approach [29] aims to reduce the cost of maintaining the
overlay by using k least-overlapping MSTs to connect
proxies, though at the expense of higher delay.

In this paper, we try to reconcile the trade-offs of these

approaches. We adopt a delay threshold to bound the

delay penalty caused by removing overlay links, and then

minimize the overlay maintenance overhead. We formu-

late the following Overlay Link Selection problem: Given a

delay threshold D, minimize the total number of selected

overlay links such that for every pair of overlay proxies i

and j, the percentage of increased shortest path delay in

the overlay G0ðV 0; E0Þ versus the original network GðV ;EÞ
is no larger than D:

dijðG0Þ�dijðGÞ
dijðGÞ � D ði; j 2 ½1; n0�; i 6¼ jÞ,

where dijðGÞ denotes the delay of the shortest path

between i and j on graph G, and n0 is the total number of

proxies. In fact, when D ¼ 1, this problem minimizes the

number of overlay links irrespective of the delay and it

can be solved by 1-MST. When D ¼ 0, it minimizes the

number of overlay links while maintaining the smallest

end-to-end delay, and Adjacent Connection gives the

solution to this problem. Therefore, our problem formula-

tion and solutions provide higher flexibility for overlay

providers to tune the trade-offs between overlay main-

tenance overhead and end-to-end delay.

Lemma 2. The Overlay Link Selection problem is NP-complete.

Proof. To show that this problem is in NP, we can restate
this optimization problem as a decision problem: We
want to determine if we can choose K overlay links such
that the overlay network is connected, and the increase
of overlay path delay between any proxy pair is bounded
by D. Suppose we are given K overlay links, we can
validate if these links satisfy the above requirements in
polynomial time.

We prove the NP-hardness of the Overlay Link
Selection problem by restricting it to a d-Spanner problem
with unit cost and arbitrary (polybounded) length [15]. We
first limit the number of proxies n0 to be equal to the
number of routersn. We then create a complete graphG00 of
G, and denote the maximum value among dijðGÞð1þ
DÞ ði; j 2 ½1; n0�; i 6¼ jÞ as D00. Any solution E0 for this
restricted Overlay Link Selection problem is a solution for
the D00-Spanner problem. Conversely, any solution E00 for
the D00-Spanner problem is a solution for the restricted
Overlay Link Selection problem. In the equivalent
D00-Spanner problem, all the edges have unit cost (i.e., all
the overlay links have the same maintenance cost), and the
edge length varies (the delay of each overlay link depends
on the number of underlying physical links) and is clearly
polybounded. In [15], it has been proven that a d-Spanner
problem with unit cost and arbitrary length is NP-hard, so
we can conclude that the restricted Overlay Link Selection
problem is NP-hard. Therefore, the original Overlay Link
Selection problem is NP-complete. tu
Though there are approximation algorithms (with

approximation ratio Oðn log dÞ) for the general d-spanner
problem with unit cost and arbitrary length [15], it is
unclear if these algorithms can be applied to the Overlay
Link Selection problem. In this paper, we propose solutions
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5. It should be noted that there exist many approximation algorithms for
the p-Median problem, which may potentially be used to solve the Overlay
Proxy Placement problem. Since the main purpose of this paper is to
formulate the problem and examine how the overlay dimensioning affects
the performance of TOMA, we defer the comparison of existing algorithms
with ours to future work.



for this problem. Again, we would point out that it is worth
investigating other approaches and examining their perfor-
mance, which is nevertheless out of the scope of this paper.

Before presenting our solutions, we define some nota-
tions. An overlay link is the shortest IP-layer path
connecting two proxies, or a proxy pair. An overlay path
is composed of overlay links and it connects two proxies.
For an overlay network with n0 overlay proxies, there are a
total of p proxy pairs and p overlay links, where p ¼ n0ðn0�1Þ

2 .
We rank the proxy pairs and overlay links from 1 to p,
respectively. For every proxy pair i ð1 � i � pÞ, we denote
each candidate overlay path between them that satisfies the
delay constraint as hi; ji ð1 � j � npiÞ, where npi is the
number of candidate overlay paths for i.

In our solutions, we first enumerate for each proxy pair the
set of candidate overlay paths satisfying the delay threshold.
For each overlay path, we find out the overlay links which the
path is composed of. Then, we can select a set of the overlay
links to minimize its cardinality. In the following, we propose
an ILP formulation and a greedy algorithm.

4.3.1 ILP Formulation

We define the following variables:

xi ¼
1; if the ith overlay link is selected

0; otherwise

�

8i 2 ½1; p�;

and

yij ¼
1; if the jth overlay path for the ith

proxy pair is selected

0; otherwise

8><
>:
8i 2 ½1; p�; 8j 2 ½1; npi�:

The objective is to minimize the total number of selected

overlay links, i.e.,
Pp

i¼1 xi, subject to the following

constraints:

1. Every proxy pair i is covered by at least one overlay
path:

Xnpi
j¼1

yij � 1 8i 2 ½1; p�:

2. If an overlay path is selected, each overlay link on
the path must be selected:

yij � xk 8i 2 ½1; p�; 8j 2 ½1; npi�; 8k 2 ½1; nlij�;

where nlij denotes the number of overlay links on an

overlay path hi; ji.
3. The delay constraint:

dijðG0Þ � dijðGÞ
dijðGÞ

� D 8i; j 2 ½1; n0�; i 6¼ j:

4.3.2 Greedy Algorithm

To reduce the complexity of solving the above ILP, we

propose a greedy algorithm. For each overlay link l, we

define a utility:

uðlÞ ¼
X
hi;ji2opl

1

npi
� 1

nl0ij
;

where opl is the set of overlay paths that contain the overlay
link l and connect two unconnected proxies, nl0ij is the
number of unselected overlay links on an overlay path hi; ji.
Intuitively, an overlay link should have higher priority to be
selected, if it is contained in more candidate overlay paths
or it connects a proxy pair with fewer and shorter candidate
overlay paths. Hence, the link utility is determined by the
number of unselected overlay links on a candidate overly
path and the number of candidate overlay paths between a
proxy pair.

In the Greedy algorithm, we first compute the utility
function for each overlay link. Then, we repeat the
following steps until all the proxies are connected. In each
iteration, we select an overlay link with the highest utility. If
all the overlay links for an overlay path are selected, the
corresponding proxy pair is considered to be connected.
Then, the utilities for the remaining overlay links are
updated.

The Greedy algorithm is not optimal in that it heur-
istically selects overlay links according to a utility function.
Nevertheless, we will show that it can yield near-optimal
solutions in Section 5.

4.4 Bandwidth Dimensioning

Having determined the overlay topology (overlay proxies
and links), we then need to decide the bandwidth required
on overlay links to accommodate the groups obtained from
long-term measurements.

Bandwidth dimensioning is complex since it is tightly
related to multicast routing algorithms. Thus, we suggest a
simulation-based approach to take multicast routing algo-
rithms into account. The basic idea is: Compute multicast
trees based on the given routing algorithm for all the
groups, and then by summing up the traffic volume on each
tree, the amount of bandwidth to be leased on every overlay
link can be determined.

Based on long-term measurement results, the computed
bandwidth is sufficient to satisfy the requirement of these
groups on average. However, the traffic peak rate is likely
to exceed the average rate. Hence, the MSON provider
should consider overdimensioning the network by reser-
ving extra bandwidth. If the bandwidth is still insufficient
during peak hours, the MSON can either reject some groups
or lease bandwidth from higher-tier ISPs for short-term
usage (possibly at a higher price).

5 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we first compare the performance of TOMA
with two representative application-layer multicast proto-
cols NICE [5] and NARADA [12], and an IP multicast
protocol (Core-Based Tree [4]) using NS-2. Then, we
evaluate the effectiveness of our overlay provisioning
algorithms.

5.1 Simulation Settings

We use two types of network topologies and group
membership models. The first type is synthetic Transit-
Stub (TS) topologies [7] with 50 transit domain routers and
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500-2,000 stub domain routers. End hosts are attached to
stub routers uniformly at random. The second type of
network topology is abstracted from a real network
topology, AT&T IP backbone [1], and it consists of 54 nodes.
To each router i, we assign a weight wi and randomly attach
end hosts to the router with a probability proportional to wi.

We use simple overlay provisioning heuristics to evaluate
the performance of TOMA with unoptimized backbone
overlay networks (the overlay provisioning algorithms are
evaluated separately). We randomly select 80 percent of the
transit nodes (i.e., 40 nodes) in TS topologies and nine
gateway routers in the AT&T topology as proxy nodes,
because transit nodes and gateway routers usually have high
degrees and are located in the core of the network. The
overlay links are constructed using the Adjacent Connection
described in Section 4.3.

5.2 Multicast Tree Performance

To test the scalability of different schemes, we focus on large
group sizes of 200 to 1,000 members. End hosts join the
multicast group during an interval of 400 seconds and the
session ends at 1,000 seconds. We collect the metrics after the
multicast tree has stabilized. We only present the results for
TS topologies since AT&T yields similar results [22].

5.2.1 Multicast Tree Cost

Multicast tree cost measures the number of links in a
multicast tree. It quantifies the bandwidth efficiency of
multicast routing schemes. In Fig. 3, we plot the average
tree cost as group size increases. Clearly, the performance of
TOMA is comparable to IP multicast. In addition, TOMA
outperforms NICE and NARADA in all cases, and their
difference magnifies as group size is increased. This
efficiency gain of TOMA versus NICE and NARADA is
due to two reasons. First, TOMA takes advantage of the
carefully provisioned overlay network which resembles the
underlying network topology, whereas NICE and NAR-
ADA rely on path probing techniques and construct overlay
topologies with degraded quality. Second, by using proxies
as intermediate nodes, TOMA allows packets to be
replicated at proxies and, hence, decreases the redundant
packets sent over the physical links.

5.2.2 Average Path Length

Path Length is the number of links on the path from the
source to a member. The results for average path length are
shown in Fig. 4. Because of the high computation overhead
of NARADA for large groups in the simulations, we were
unable to complete the simulations for NARADA when the

group size is 1,000. As expected, IP multicast have the
shortest end-to-end paths. The path lengths of TOMA trees
are much shorter than those of NICE and NARADA trees
on average. For instance, at a group size of 800, the average
path lengths of TOMA, NICE, and NARADA trees are 16.5,
21.6, and 22.3, respectively. Again, the performance
improvement of TOMA over NICE and NARADA is gained
through efficient overlays: In TOMA, overlay links are
constructed based on the shortest paths in network layer; as
a result, data packets can avoid going through unnecessa-
rily long paths.

We also found out that TOMA achieves higher perfor-
mance in terms of link stress (defined as the number of
identical data packets delivered over each link), which is
again due to the efficient overlay construction [22].

5.3 Control Overhead

We plot the total number of control messages generated by
TOMA, NICE, and NARADA during a group’s life time in
Fig. 5. Among the three protocols, NARADA has the
highest control overhead. In addition, even though NICE is
more scalable than NARADA as it uses a hierarchical
structure, TOMA significantly outperforms NICE. At group
size of 1,000, TOMA generates only about one third as many
control messages as NICE. The reason is simple: In TOMA,
the local clusters remain rather static and a member stays in
the same cluster in spite of the behaviors of other members.
However, in NICE, as members join and leave, the clusters
change very frequently to enforce the bounds on cluster
size, which induces numerous control messages. Further-
more, a NICE node needs to periodically send “heartbeat”
messages to all other cluster members (or even to multiple
clusters in the case of cluster leaders), whereas a TOMA
node only needs to refresh the connection with its parent.
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Fig. 3. Tree cost versus group size in Transit-Stub. Fig. 4. Average path length versus group size in Transit-Stub.

Fig. 5. Control Overhead for a single group in Transit-Stub.



5.4 Overlay Provisioning

In this section, we evaluate the overlay provisioning
algorithms on the AT&T topology. We assume the proper-
ties of multicast groups can be obtained through long-term
measurements, and the overlay network is constructed
based on the measurement results. Unless otherwise
specified, proxy nodes are placed in the locations deter-
mined by the greedy algorithm and connected using the
Adjacent Connection approach.

5.4.1 Overlay Proxy Placement

We compute proxy locations for K ¼ 9 based on the
weights assigned to routers using the ILP and greedy
algorithms, and compare the performance of multicast
groups with different group sizes on the resulting overlay
networks. As a reference, we also include the results when
proxies are randomly selected.

The multicast tree cost as group size varies is plotted in
Fig. 6. The ILP solution yields the lowest tree cost, since it
optimally places proxies as close to exchange routers (which
have a bulk of members) as possible and, thus, prevents the
packets from traversing the links between proxies and
access routers multiple times. In contrast, the random
approach chooses proxies randomly from all the routers in
the network. As a result, end users may use some fairly long
paths to connect to the proxies, and some physical links
may be used multiple times by different users. As for the
greedy algorithm, it selects some gateway routers and
exchange routers, so its performance lies in between.

The average end-to-end path length is depicted in Fig. 7.
It is clear that both the ILP and greedy solutions reduce the
average path length greatly. For example, the average path
length is approximately 10.4 to 10.7 when proxies are
randomly placed, and it is reduced to below 7.0 by the ILP

or greedy approach. This remarkable improvement is again
due to the fact that the two latter approaches place proxies
closer to end users to avoid using unnecessarily long paths
for data delivery.

5.4.2 Overlay Link Selection

For overlay link selection, we vary the delay threshold and
plot the control overhead of TOMA on the overlay networks
generated by the ILP and Greedy algorithms in Fig. 8. We
also include the results of a Random algorithm, which
randomly selects overlay links until all overlay proxies are
connected without exceeding the delay threshold. For each
delay threshold, we conduct 10 simulations for the Random
algorithm and compute the average results. The average
multicast group size is fixed at 200.

As shown in Fig. 8, when the delay threshold increases,
all of the three algorithms has lower control overhead, as
larger delay threshold allows longer overlay paths which
have more overlaps and use fewer overlay links overall. In
addition, Greedy gives the optimal solutions on the AT&T
topology. By contrast, the random algorithm does not work
as well, as it does not differentiate overlay links that can be
used in many candidate overlay paths from those that
cannot.

5.4.3 Bandwidth Dimensioning

To determine the bandwidth for each overlay link, we
model the traffic pattern as follows: 1) for every group, a
proxy has attached end users participating in the group
with a given probability as described in Section 5.1,
2) groups arrive according to a Poisson process, and the
average life time is exponentially distributed, and 3) each
group requires the same bandwidth throughout its lifetime,
and the bandwidth requirements for different groups
follow a certain distribution. In the simulations, we define
three types of multicast groups: 50 percent of the groups are
low bandwidth (10K), 30 percent are medium bandwidth
(100K), and 20 percent are high bandwidth (1M).

We generate sample traces of multiple groups. For each
trace, we compute aggregated trees for the groups using the
group-tree matching algorithm and determine the band-
width required on each link averaged for different sampling
points. Then, we overdimension the bandwidth by a certain
amount and validate the dimensioning results by measur-
ing group join request rejection ratio for another trace with the
same traffic pattern. A join request of a multicast group is
rejected if the residual bandwidth of an overlay link is not
enough to accommodate the multicast tree computed for
that group.
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Fig. 9 shows the average request rejection ratio when the
percentage of overdimensioning (denoted as od) and the
number of groups are varied. The rejection ratio remains
very low for different numbers of coexisting groups, even
without overdimensioning. It is not 0 because the band-
width is reserved based on the average traffic rate instead of
the peak rate. As od increases, the rejection ratio decreases,
because more bandwidth is reserved. The rejection ratio
decreases when there are more groups in the network,
because the a larger number of groups can have better
bandwidth multiplexing. These results indicate that our
bandwidth dimensioning scheme is indeed very effective.

5.5 Summary

Our observations through simulation experiments can be
summarized as follows: TOMA creates multicast distribu-
tion trees with quality almost comparable to IP multicast
trees; the control overhead of TOMA is significantly less
than NICE and NARADA for large groups; the perfor-
mance of TOMA can be improved significantly by the
proposed overlay provisioning algorithms. Our additional
results in [22] demonstrate that TOMA is more robust than
NICE and NARADA when there are ungraceful user leaves
and TOMA is scalable to large numbers of groups in terms
of control overhead and multicast state.

If we recall the architecture difference between TOMA and
application layer multicast, it is not difficult to understand
why TOMA outperforms NICE and NARADA by a large
margin. In TOMA, the strategic MSON provisioning takes
physical network topologies into account and, thus, provides
efficient multicast data delivery. In addition, a large amount
of probing overhead can be saved due to the simple clustering
technique. Finally, the aggregated multicast approach further
makes TOMA scalable to large numbers of groups. In
contrast, in application layer multicast, the control messages
for maintaining groups and trees will increase rapidly with
group size. Due to limited bandwidth at end systems,
application layer multicast trees tend to have larger depth
and longer data latency. Nevertheless, we want to point out
that TOMA requires infrastructure support to achieve the
above benefits, which is a trade-off of TOMA versus NICE
and NARADA.

6 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we propose and develop a two-tier overlay
multicast architecture (TOMA) to support group commu-
nication applications in an efficient and scalable way. Our
contributions can be summarized as follows:

1. We advocate the notion of infrastructure-supported
overlays to facilitate the deployment of multicast
service.

2. We provide a viable architecture design of TOMA,
which adopts MSON as the backbone service
domain and P2P multicast in the access domains to
achieve efficient resource utilization with reduced
control overhead.

3. We develop OLAMP for MSON management. The
control overhead for establishing and maintaining
multicast trees are significantly reduced, and far less
forwarding state needs to be maintained at proxy
nodes.

4. To efficiently plan the backbone service overlay, we
suggest several provisioning algorithms to locate
proxies, select overlay links, and allocate link
bandwidth.

5. By extensive simulation studies, we show the promis-
ing performance of TOMA and demonstrate the
effectiveness of our provisioning algorithms. We
believe that the invention of our practical, compre-
hensive, and scalable multicast service model would
significantly facilitate the multicast wide deployment.
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